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Abstract
This article describes how Mathematica can be used to analyze texts. Here an application is shown
which analyses various papers mostly written by students of an University of Cooperative
Education. The work of the students is analyzed in different ways using the abilities of Mathematica
10, especially the Dataset functionality. The effects of giving early feedback to the students in their
work is shown an visualized.

Introduction
Under consideration are papers mostly written by students of an University of Cooperative Education (Berufsakademie Rhein-Main). To
participate studies at Berufsakademie Rhein-Main is: being at work on a company, the dual partner of the University, and to take part at
lectures at the University. The studies are organized in blocks of three months each, so the students are at work for three months at the
company (the so called practical phase or practical term), doing normal business tasks and then they join for three months lectures at the
Berufsakademie Rhein-Main (the so called theoretical phases). After three years of those interchanging phases they write their Bachelor
Thesis and gain a Bachelor degree (B. Sc.). The studies are organized in a way, that every student belongs to a unique group of students,
and so are organized the studies itself. Therefore analysis regards also to groups of students.
During their studies the students have to write a papers that describes their tasks in the company for every practical phase they have.
Therefore they have to write a 2500 words report which describes their tasks, objectives, project work etc. Besides this there is also a
seminar on Business Information Science which also includes a paper of approx 2500 words, i.e. 2500 word +/- 10%. Finally they
complete their studies writing a bachelor thesis with consists of 14.000 words (also +/- 10%).
There is an consentient opinion among our professors that the ability to express themselves in written form is decreasing. This corresponds
to recent results from actual research in this field, especially the JIM-research-studies (see [D]). The „Medienpädagogischer Forschungsverbund Südwest“ does ongoing research in the abilities of young Germans (age 12 to 20). Starting in the late 80s there is a yearly report
concerning the abilities of the younger people in the field of reading, writing and IT-skills.
At the University we have all the texts from our students, the written reports of their projects they participated at their company-work, the
seminar papers and the Bachelor Thesises. So we can have a close look at the development of the texts, on a theoretical level, only looking
at the text, or to say the syntax, not on the semantics.
Beginning in the 19. century there was research in Germany about the amount of words our language has (see [C]). This is still an actual
task in research among linguists but moreover a subject that is very present in Germany - the observation of our professors, the decrease
of the written word, is very present. The Amount of words in the German language is between 90.000 and 10.000.000 words (see [B]), this
is due to the very specific way compounded words are formed in this language.

Methods
We are going to analyze texts in getting them into Mathematica and then calculate a bunch of indices, mentioned later. After this theses
indices are used to give a measure for, e.g. the „richness“ of theses texts.
Outside Mathematica the Texts are prepared to be analyzed within Mathematica. All the texts are converted to a plain text-format, so that
it can be easily imported into Mathematica. Within Mathematica the texts are hold in a Dataset structure (with actually about 520,000
entries). Along with the texts we store also information about the texts, some of them are the following:
" year that is the year when the text was written
" type what type of text is stored (Bachelor Thesis, report on a practical term, seminar work)
" group to what group of students does the author of the text belong
" total total number of words used
" different number of different words used
" usa number of words that can be found in the American dictionary of Mathematica
So the code to do this is quite straightforward it is omitted here. When the text-files are read in to begin the canalization of the texts some
other indices are calculated, so, for example, the sequence of the length of the sentences in the text and the sequence of the length of words
in the text. Theses indices are used to visualize certain characteristic properties of the texts.
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So the code to do this is quite straightforward it is omitted here. When the text-files are read in to begin the canalization of the texts some
other indices are calculated, so, for example, the sequence of the length of the sentences in the text and the sequence of the length of words
in the text. Theses indices are used to visualize certain characteristic properties of the texts.

Analysis within each group
First the stored data is used to visualize, in different ways, the computed indices or to compute other indices based on the stored data. In a
first step we use this to get an overall picture over one group of students. One group of our students is selected and various analysis is done
to the data of this group. In the following a few of them are demonstrated. As the subject of this paper is closely related to sensible data of
the students it is necessary to anonymize the data, this is done (for example) with the following piece of code which allows to anonymize a
dataset which has the structure given above.
anon[ds_Dataset] := Module[
{
groups = Union@Normal@ds[All, "group"],
studs = Union@Normal@ds[All, "name"],
nameTransform, groupTransform, temp
},
(* Transformation rules for names *)
nameTransform = MapIndexed[#1 -> "Person" <> ToString[#2[[1]]] &, studs];
(* Transformation rules for groups *)
groupTransform = MapIndexed[#1 -> "group" <> ToString[#2[[1]]] &, groups];
(* perform transformation *)
temp = ds[All, {"year" -> Identity[#year] &, "group" -> #group /. groupTransform &,
"type" -> Identity[#type] &, "name" -> #name /. nameTransform &,
"total" -> Identity[#total] &,
"different" -> Identity[#different] &, "usa" -> Identity[#usa] &}];
Dataset@(Association @@@ temp) (* rebuild database *)
]
Code 0: Anonymize the data

Checking the restrictions
First the stored data is used to visualize in different ways the computed indices. In a first step we use this to get an overall picture over one
group of students. One obvious feature is to check whether the work of students fulfills the size restrictions of the university (e.g. 14.000
words +/- 10% for the Bachelor Thesis). The following output (figure 1) can easily be generated and one has at a glance an overview
which thesis fulfills the restrictions. In the shown example one can see that the Bachelor Thesis of three students have too few words and
one thesis is at the upper limit.
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Fig 1: Overview of total word count in Bachelor Thesis

Results for reports of practical term
An important application using the database (the Dataset) is to give individual feedback to students. One can easily show for each
individual student what are the individual performances in writing abilities, regarding for instance to the used (different) words. With only
a few lines of code one can produce a visualization of the development for each student.
The first form of feedback that is used is this form of individual feedback. For the texts from a student there is shown the development up
to the actual report. This regards mainly to the reports written in the practice-terms. Here is shown one of these visualizations for a student
of a group having written five of this reports (shown at the x-axis) on practical terms in a company so far (Figure 2).

Fig.2 Development for an individual student

The increase in the total number of words can be explained with a growing glossary the students append to their reports, which is not
added to the total word count of the report. Within each group there is great discrepancy between the students. The following figure (fig.
3) shows the development of another student within the same group.
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Fig. 3 Development of another student within the same group

In figure 4 the results for the first two reports on practical phases are shown. Here are shown the results for one group. In figure 4 one can
see the results of two consecutive reports written on practical term one and practical term two. Most of the students in this group used
(much) less (different) words than on their first report. Over the years we observed the fact, that there is a lack of richness in the written
texts of the students.
As one can see for most members in this group of students the development is negative, bars with negative values indicate that the rate of
used different words has decreased. In this particular group only two students increased the number of used different words. This corresponds to our observation that the first report is done with a great amount of care, but when there is the need to write the second report this
carefulness erodes (the observation is, that “copy and paste” is used rather widespread). So we can use this special graphic to give a
feedback to the students, and see whether such a feedback can increase, or let's say re-charge, the care taken to write such a report.

Fig. 4: Results for a group on their first report

We therefore decided to give a qualified feedback on the quality of the reports the students wrote. In a conversation with each individual
student of about 10 minutes duration we gave a very specific feedback and discussed the contents and the formal criteria of his or her
report. After this feedback was given the reports got better, measured in terms of the usage of different words within one paper. Figure 5
shows the results for the same group with a paper written after they got a qualified feedback. Now, this is a well known fact, that a
qualified feedback can increase those abilities, but here, with use of the abilities of Mathematica 10, we have a measure of that success
and can use these easily to generate charts in giving such a feedback.
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student of about 10 minutes duration we gave a very specific feedback and discussed the contents and the formal criteria of his or her
report. After this feedback was given the reports got better, measured in terms of the usage of different words within one paper. Figure 5
shows the results for the same group with a paper written after they got a qualified feedback. Now, this is a well known fact, that a
qualified feedback can increase those abilities, but here, with use of the abilities of Mathematica 10, we have a measure of that success
and can use these easily to generate charts in giving such a feedback.

Fig. 5: Results after giving feedback

Identifying content
The contents of the various bachelor thesises are very widespread since the studies are part of the whole field of business information
science. Most of the bachelor thesises in business information science are written in the field of process modeling, SLAs and so on. Only a
minority of students choose to write a thesis subject to programming problems. Since the language the thesises are written is German it is
not too surprising that the students who write a thesis on programming-problems can easily be identified using the indicator of different
English words they used in their thesis (in German the so called “Americanisms”). The indicator stored in the database of texts here is
„usa“ which is simply the word count of different words belonging to the American dictionary that are used in the (German) text.

Fig.6 Americanisms in bachelor thesises of one group

In figure 6 is shown a bar chart visualizing the Americanisms in the thesises of one group. Two students wrote a thesis subject to programming problems - one can easily identify these two students, by simply counting the words of their thesis that are in the American dictionary. To be mentioned here is that the program code, the students wrote is, not part of the thesis, so the so called “Americanisms” are part
of the textual body of the thesis.

A word about coding
The code used to produce the results here is also used to teach the corresponding programming techniques to the students. So most of the
code is programmed in a straightforward way and in a Mathematica-way. The code is not optimized for compactness, but for readability.
Both code versions are used to make clear the difference in traditional programming and the programming in Wolfram Language.
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The code used to produce the results here is also used to teach the corresponding programming techniques to the students. So most of the
code is programmed in a straightforward way and in a Mathematica-way. The code is not optimized for compactness, but for readability.
Both code versions are used to make clear the difference in traditional programming and the programming in Wolfram Language.
When given a set of data the straightforward way to produce e.g. a BarChart is to build the chart data and the labels from the given
database. Having stored the data in a dataset the code to produce a bar chart that shows the mean of all the data for the students in a group
then could look like this (extracted are the data regarding to the stored data on papers of the practical phase, i.e. “type” begins with a
capital „P“). The module “students” extracts the names of the students, it is straightforward an omitted here. The output in this example is
built via “Table” a structure well known to the students when they use arrays in various other programming languages.
meanPBarChart[ds_, gr_] := Module[{groupLocal = gr, work, labels, data },
(* Output is a bar chart showing the means in the number of different used words per
report and per student *)
work = ds[Select[((#group == groupLocal) && (StringMatchQ[#type, "P" ~~ ___])) &]];
labels = students[ds, groupLocal]; (* list of students: labels for charting - defined
outside this function *)
work = work[SortBy[#name &]]; (* sort the Dataset*)
work = work[GroupBy[#name &]]; (* group Dataset by name*)
data = N@Table[work[stud][All, "different"][Mean], {stud, labels}]; (* get the data *)
BarChart[data, ChartLabels -> labels, BarOrigin -> Left,
ColorFunction -> "TemperatureMap", ImageSize -> Full]
]
Code 0: BarChart generated straight forward

This code is also used to demonstrate the way such an output can be obtained using „the normal way“ of programming and, on the other
side, „the Mathematica way“. This is a step by step extraction of the desired data from a given dataset an it is presented here for readability. In the documentation of Mathematica one can read that „Dataset” is transparent to a lot of functions. It has to be mentioned that this is
a really great feature. The above code can be re-written using this transparency in a very clear and efficient way (see code example 0).
barChart[ds_Dataset, gr_, item_] := Module[
{temp = ds[Select[((#group == gr) && (StringMatchQ[#type, "P" ~~ ___])) &]]}, (* select
the desired data *)
temp = temp[GroupBy[#name &]][All, All, item][All, Mean /* N]; (*group the data an
calculate the Mean *)
BarChart[temp, ChartLabels -> Normal[Keys[temp]], BarOrigin -> Left,
ColorFunction -> "TemperatureMap"]
]
Code 0: BarChart generated “the Mathematica-way”

The BarChart function here „sees through“ the dataset! With the help of this function we get easily an overview of the abilities to write
complex papers for each group, measured in the mean value of Different words used for all reports on practical terms.

Fig. 7: Overview over a whole group of students

Comparing groups over the years
Now we can also have a closer view on the development over the years. So we can visualize this development by rearranging the data that
is stored in the dataset on a yearly basis. First we take a look at the papers written from the students on their practical term in the respective
company. Figure 8 shows the rate of different words used from the students on their report for the first and on their fourth practical phase.
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Now we can also have a closer view on the development over the years. So we can visualize this development by rearranging the data that
is stored in the dataset on a yearly basis. First we take a look at the papers written from the students on their practical term in the respective
company. Figure 8 shows the rate of different words used from the students on their report for the first and on their fourth practical phase.
Not very spectacular, but a slightly decrease can be seen - it has to be mentioned that every one percent in decrease is equivalent in 25
(different) words less used to write a report. So the decrease seen here is about 100 word less used in phase four compared to phase one.
There are fewer groups on the forth phase, because some students are at the beginning of their studies and haven't written four such
reports, one can see that the usage of different word decreases in nearly every phase. This effect can be seen more clearly when investigating the Bachelor Thesis which is shown in the next section.

Fig: 8 Results on the report on the first and fourth piratical term

Bachelor Thesises
With the collected data one can do comparisons over the years looking at a particular item and visualize the respective development. When
we look at the Bachelor Thesises of the last four years we see in Figure 9 the development of the different words used in the Bachelor
Thesises. Shown is the mean for the corresponding group. The decrease of the number of different word used is obvious.

Fig. 9: Rate of different word used in Bachelor thesis in the last four years

The same situation shown in absolute numbers show that the students used about 1800 (!) less different words to write down their thesis as
four years ago. On the average they used about 3800 different words to write a 14.000 word Bachelor thesis (Fig. 11). This should not be
interpreted in a way, that the subject of the thesis is worse than four years ago, but it is a clear sign that the ability to express complex
problems (and their solution) in written form has decreased from the point of „richness“ in a text measured in the different word used.
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Fig. 11: Absolute number of different words used to write a Bachelor thesis

So we are looking forward how the effect of giving a qualified feedback would be sufficient to enrich the works of the students.

Examining Dependencies
Finally we take a look at the distribution of the word count of different word in the papers. A first overall picture is shown in Figure 12
there it is shown that the distribution of different words as a function of the total number of words, which can be obtained simply by
applying ListPlot to the Dataset, the “transparency” of Dataset for most functions makes it easy to work with these data structures

Fig. 12 distribution of the number of different words

When we look at the distribution of the rate of different words used with respect to the overall word count of the papers we see the
following situation (Figure 13). It is clear that for the most papers with the size restriction of 2500 words the rate of different words is by
far larger than for the bachelor thesises seen in the right half of the figure. It is clear that as the total number of word used is increasing the
rate of different words is decreasing. If the word count would tend to infinity the rate would go down to zero. But in our setting there is an
upper limit of the total word count, so one can think of approximating the function with a nonlinear model.
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Fig. 13: Distribution of the rate of different words

We use the model-function
ax

f (x) := e b + c x
and the Mathematica built in function NonlinearModelFit to compute a function f to get an approximation function for the given
distribution. The result, the calculated function f , is shown in Figure 14, here for all data in the dataset.

Fig. 14: Fitting a model-function to the data

The result shown is the result for the whole database. With the function we get from NonlinearModelFit we can calculate the limit as
the overall word count tends to infinity and get so another measure for the richness of the text. For the whole database under investigation
we obtain the following limit
lim f (x) ≈ 0.29

x→ ∞

The output is obtained with the following code which extracts the data, computes the graphics and does the calculation of the limit.
calculateLimit[ds_Dataset, gr_] := Module[{temp, model, data, nlm, a, b, c, lp, p, limit,
x},
If[gr == "All", temp = ds, temp = ds[Select[#group == gr &]]]; (* make "group = All"
possible to show the whole picture *)
data = temp[All, {"total", "rate"}]; data = Values @ Normal @ data; (* extract data *)
model = Exp[a x/(b + c x)];
nlm = NonlinearModelFit[data, model, {a, b, c}, x, MaxIterations -> 1000, ConfidenceLevel
-> 0.95];
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lp = ListPlot[temp[All, {"total", "rate"}], PlotRange -> {{200, 25000}, Full}, PlotStyle
-> PointSize[Small], PlotTheme -> "Scientific", ImageSize -> Large, AxesLabel -> {"# Worte",
"# different"}];
limit = Limit[nlm[x], x -> Infinity]; (* calculate limit *)
p = Plot[nlm[x], {x, 200, 25000}, PlotRange -> {{200, 25000}, {0.2, 0.7}}, PlotTheme ->

calculateLimit[ds_Dataset, gr_] := Module[{temp, model, data, nlm, a, b, c, lp, p, limit,

10
/ 11
x},

If[gr == "All", temp = ds, temp = ds[Select[#group == gr &]]]; (* make "group = All"
possible to show the whole picture *)
data = temp[All, {"total", "rate"}]; data = Values @ Normal @ data; (* extract data *)
model = Exp[a x/(b + c x)];
nlm = NonlinearModelFit[data, model, {a, b, c}, x, MaxIterations -> 1000, ConfidenceLevel
-> 0.95];
lp = ListPlot[temp[All, {"total", "rate"}], PlotRange -> {{200, 25000}, Full}, PlotStyle
-> PointSize[Small], PlotTheme -> "Scientific", ImageSize -> Large, AxesLabel -> {"# Worte",
"# different"}];
limit = Limit[nlm[x], x -> Infinity]; (* calculate limit *)
p = Plot[nlm[x], {x, 200, 25000}, PlotRange -> {{200, 25000}, {0.2, 0.7}}, PlotTheme ->
"Scientific", PlotStyle -> Blue, Epilog -> Inset["Limit = " <> ToString@limit, Offset[{-10,
-10}, Scaled[{1, 1}]], {Right, Top}]];
Show[p, lp]
]
Code 0: Calculation fitting function

We get different results if do the same for every group and it is interesting to look at this result for groups of students in consecutive years.
The result for the last four groups is shown in Figure 15.

Fig. 15 Development for the last four years

The calculated limits for the last years show the same development as mentioned earlier (e.g. figure 11) and are shown in the following
diagram. So in the last five years we have a decrease of about 10% measured in the number of different words used to write term papers
etc.

Fig. 16: Development of the calculated limits

We are looking forward on this development. We hope that the tendency of decreasing ability to express complex problems in appropriate
words is going to be stopped.
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